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17 Squadron IntellIgence report

At 11.50 hours on 11.8.40 ‘A’ Flight of 17 Squadron took off from forward base to patrol a southbound convoy which was about 10 
miles off Orfordness. On arrival over the convoy at approximately 11.55 hours, F/Lt Harper the leader of Red Section sighted about 
twenty enemy aircraft (Me110 ‘Jaguar’ and Me109) dive bombing the north bound convoy, and Red 1 immediately led the flight to the 
scene of activity. Yellow Section breaking away to chase six Me110 Jaguars which were returning eastwards. Red Section attacked as 
Me109s were completing their bombing and gave chase to one of them. Red 1 and Red 3 (P/O L W Stevens) overhauled the enemy 
aircraft and Red 1 got in two bursts of approximately two seconds each, the second of which appeared to be effective, but enemy aircraft 
disappeared into a small patch of cloud and though Red 1 searched the vicinity, was not seen to emerge again. It is thought that the 
enemy aircraft is probably a casualty...

 ...When Yellow Section broke away from Red Section, Yellow 1 (P/O K Manger, DFC) was seen by Yellow 2 and 3 to chase one of 
the six Me110 Jaguars, but he disappeared into cloud, and has not been seen again. Yellow 2 (P/O Pittman) delivered a stern quarter 
attack on another Me110 Jaguar which had broken away from the formation towards him. Sgt Griffiths (Yellow 3) followed with a 
head-on attack, and black smoke was seen to pour from the starboard engine. Yellow 2 again attacked with a stern quarter, and Yellow 
3 followed with a quarter attack. A white smoke trail appeared from the port engine and the e/a dived towards the sea in a turn. As it 
turned, Yellow 2 got in a full deflection shot, and e/a ran through his fire. E/A was seen out of control at 150 feet when attack was broken 
off and when Red 3 levelled out, it had disappeared. Yellow 3 of 85 Squadron reports having seen an e/a crash into the sea after being 
attacked by two Hurricanes at approximately the same time and position, and one confirmed enemy casualty is claimed by Yellow 2 
and 3. There was not return enemy fire, and neither Hurricane was damaged.
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Below:  Pilot Officer Leonard Stevens (right) with LAC Jacquest and LAC McEvoy the groundcrew who 
looked after N2359 YB-J.  Stevens regularly flew this Hurricane during July and August 1940 but 
during this combat he was flying P3892.11 
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